Early Harvest
Extra Virgin Olive Oils
& Table Olives
from Halkidiki, Greece

THE COMPANY

YANNI'S OLIVE GROVE is a family company located at the Halkidiki peninsula in Northern Greece.
.
Our olivetrees
are located in
the village of
Nea Potidaia,
and the
process facility
in Nea Tenedos
The founder is Yannis Prodromou, who cultivates olives from indigenous Halkidiki olive varieties and produces
Early HarvestExtra Virgin olive oil & tableolives from trees grown exclusively on his own waterfront estate.

. CERTIFICATIONS

Associate member of

Cultivation and
harvest process
Our private owned olive groves of over
6500 olive trees are assuring continuous
production of green olives each year.
• The cultivation process is vertically integrated.
• There is fully controlled quality assuring full traceability from the field to the finished product.
• Maximum environmental protection is achieved through specialization with integrated
management systems like natural fertilizers, water economy through timer and controlled
irrigation systems.
The cultivation is under the care of the Krinos Olive
Center of the AMERICAN FARM SCHOOL, which
has a Memorandum of Collaboration with the US
Davis Olive Center at the University of California.

One, unique in Europe agricultural program for olive
groves developed in our company’s olive groves. The
name of this Application of Intelligent Agriculture project
is “gaiasense”, and the whole process keeps YANNI’S
OLIVE GROVES as a model-pilot company
Harvesting is done only by hand and the green olives are transported within a few hours in ventilated
plastic crates on the premises of the sorter. There, they are placed on the production belt and
carefully are checked only by hands and only the best remain waiting for the next stage.
Immediately after, the olives are transported in large, ventilated plastic tanks to the olive oil mill for
extra virgin olive oil production or to the olive processing plant for olive production.
Olive tree varieties:

Yanni’s Finest EVOO:
Wild Halkidiki olive tree Halkidiki
Yanni’s Family EVOO:
Galani Halkidiki olive tree

Yanni’s Limited PDO EVOO:
Chondroelia Halkidiki

Thank you in advance for your preference to our olive foods.
If you need any details or there is any way, we can be in
your service, please feel free to contact us.
E.MAIL: welcome@yannisolivegrove.gr
WEBSITE: www.yannisolivegrove.gr
NEA TENEDOS, 63200 HALKIDIKI GREECE
TEL.+302373043124 / MOB: +306984632200

